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ABSTRACT. Character creation has been debated in the screenwriting theory, with Egri (1946), 

Seger (1990), setting the foundation for writing strong dramatic characters, in which, an 

emphasis exists on stage and films. 

However, these perspectives don’t address adequately the prominence that the 

dramatic serial form has gained in contemporary television and the prominence of dramatic 

character construction in that format. My paper addresses this issue with special attention to 

character construction in the drama series House of Cards (2013-present). 

Specifically, in my project, I will be looking at the construction of the main character in 

House of Cards, by contrasting its dramatic elements of character construction against the 

dramatic elements found in Macbeth and Richard III from William Shakespeare. I will discuss 

how, the seeming resemblances in character construction between House of Cards and the 

plays Macbeth and Richard III can be analyzed on a deeper level, by focusing on how the 

dramatic components or “qualities” of character are used in each work. I argue that the 

contemporary screenwriter that bases his work for contemporary dramatic construction of a 

character in a Shakespearean work, contributes to the construction of a dramatic character 

fitted for the serial format. In that sense, the construct of the protagonist of House of Cards 

could be addressed as a Shakespearean Character for the Contemporary Television. 

In conclusion, this project, by closely examining the construction of a dramatic character 

based in a Shakespearean work, and its connection to dramatic character construction in the 

serial form in contemporary television, will shed light on the neglected area of character 

composition for TV in screenwriting theory. 
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